362      BEGINNINGS OF JAPANESE HISTORY
history in places like Nara, their Canterbury, and Tokyo,
their London, as well as in their remoter shrines on Koya
and Hiei, or their country villas like the Phoenix Hall and
the Golden Pavilion of Kyoto: and in museums the printed
book and the wood-block tell of a growing mass-education
side by side with Buddhist manuscripts and great scrolls of
historic and almost epic interest. Here, too, is the stirrup
of the giant monk Benkei and there the tea cup of a
Fujiwara or the fan of a Tokiyori: here the edict of a Shogun
condemning Christians to the cross, and side by side with
it the crucifix on which they were bidden to trample,
and the cannon which the Protestant skippers taught Japan
to make in preparation for the fleets of Spain and Portugal,
It is interesting to remember that leyasu and Shakespeare
died in the same year. The saying: 'Nobunaga made the
fire: Hideyoshi cooked the meal: Tokugawa ate it' may
be aptly applied to the Tudor Henrys and Elizabeth,
THE SPIRIT OF EARLY JAPAN
I. from an early ritual
Give ear, all ye Imperial Princes, Ministers of State, and high
functionaries, who are here assembled, and hearken to the great
purification by which at this interlune of the sixth month are purged
and washed awayall sins which may have been committed by Imperial
officials and attendants—whether they wear the scarf (women) or
the shoulder strap (stewards); whether they bear on their back the
bow, or gird on them the sword.
Of yore, our Imperial ancestors who dwell in the plain of high
heaven, summoned to an assembly the eight hundred myriads of
deities, and held divine counsel with them. And they gave command,
saying, 'Let our August Grandchild hold serene rule over the land of
fair rice-ears—the fertile reed-plain*. But in the land thus delivered
to him there were savage deities. These they chastised with a divine
chastisement, and expelled with a divine expulsion. Moreover, the
rocks, trees, and leaves of grass which had the power of speech, were
silenced. Then they dispatched him downward from his celestial,
everlasting throne, deaving as he went with an awful way-cleaving
the many-piled douds of heaven. Here at the middle point of the

